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WHO WE ARE
P G Traders is a rapidly growing trading business with a strong market presence. 
Established in 2018 by the founders of Fast Money Financial Services on client 
demand. 

- We have grown to become a leading name in the domestic trade circuit of the 
nation. We offer highly advanced trade possibilities and logistical assistance to 
businesses. This makes us a prime trading concern to partner with of enterprising 
businesses.

- At present, P G Traders has its strongest presence in Gujarat. But the company is 
also making its presence felt in the trade markets of other states including Rajasthan, 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Karnataka among others. 

- Using innovative logistical techniques and effective trade technologies, both in 
terms of infrastructure and software, we provide smart business solutions to 
enterprises which want to expand their horizons.
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Which Commercial Segments 
Do We Operate In?

 P G Traders began as a modest import and export 
concern out of Gujarat. But through dedicated 
services and ample foresight for the growing 
needs of the Indian market, we have been able to 
expand at a great pace. 

 Currently, P G Traders exports silica sand and 
quartz powder in the domestic market space 
which is used in a number of construction 
processes including castings, molding and making 
glass. It is also used in creating all kinds of films 
like you see on bulbs, tubes and even electronic 
devices. Another important use for silica sand is in 
Astro turf and Futsal turf, filtration, foundry sand 
and even in manufactured rubber and paint
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“On the other side, we will be soon start importing A4 paper, paper rolls and waste paper. 
There is a very diverse market for these products in India and using the latest technologies, 
we plan to facilitate its growth to the fullest."

At present, we are exploring potential import partners based in several South East Asian 
nations like Indonesia and Thailand. Besides, we are searching for potential manufacturing 
partners as well. We are also in the final stages of forging business relations with traders in 
Europe and the United States.



What Is Driving P G Traders’ Massive Growth?

P G Traders was begun by a group of experienced and dedicated individuals 
committed to bringing a new era of trading success to the Indian domestic
market

P G traders came into existence in 2018 after the immense success of Fast 
Money, a reputed financial  company that made its inception in 2014 and 
Rajgor Enterprise that began its journey in 2016. Since our  inception, we 
have striven relentlessly towards this goal and achieved great success 
because of our commitment. The following are the set of core values which 
drive us towards ever-higher degrees of excellence:

Motto
 Creating Sustainable Growth and Prosperity for all

Our Vision
P G Traders intends to provide a wide range of avenues for Indian business to 
expand their horizons. We are dedicatedly exploring all the potential markets
and technologies for ensuring maximum expansion. Our goal is to provide safe, 
effective and highly efficient trade solutions to businesses in India as well as 
abroad.
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Our Mission

 P G Traders has achieved its stellar success in a short time because of well-
defined plans for both short and long-term goals. We are constantly 
evaluating emerging markets and trade trends to ensure we are on top of 
our game. Our mission centres around the following foundational ideas:

 Pacing ahead of India’s growth as a market and providing ready means of 
expanding businesses rapidly. 

 Establishing a strong market presence in diverse segments based on cutting-
edge technologies, infrastructure and a vision for future possibilities. 

 Serving all domestic and international markets with high-degree of 
proficiency sensitive to growth patterns and demand rates.

 Providing high-quality marketing solutions to partners and principals in 
ensuring maximum market penetration and brand development.  

 Supplying the right volume of products in the right place at the right time 
and optimizing trade profits.

 As a sincere and consummate trading concern, we keep the above mission 
objectives in mind when making any decision. Our directors are adept and 
synchronizing immediate and future business strategies into a 
comprehensive vision which we pursue wholeheartedly. P G Trader is a future national leader in the international trade segment in India. 

Choose us to take your business into a bright and bountiful future!



LET’S GET STARTED

We know you have something
great and we’d love to get involved.

Let’s talk +91 7405855771, +91 9978637567

Office No 105, 1st Floor, Plot No, 57, Silver Arc Building, Gandhidham
pg.export8995@gmail.com

www.pgtraders.in
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Around the web:

twitter.com /PGTraders1

facebook.com /pg.traders.3

pg.export8995

instagram.com/pgtraders

P G TRADERS
We believe in commitment 

www.pgtraders.in


